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1 Introduction

1.1 Ideas advocated in this talk

• a focus-utterance and its focal target are always mutually excludable
(‘focussing is always contrastive’)

• focal targets need not be contextually salient, as long as they are iden-
tifiable (‘focus is not anaphoric’)

• all deaccenting is an instance of focusing (backgrounding, really) (‘there
is no anaphoric deaccenting’)

• privative givenness is a condition for prosodic reversal (≈ deaccenting)
(‘focus alone does not license deaccenting’)

1.2 First illustration

(1) [one thief to another] I’m afraid I’m developing a moral conscience lately.
Last week, I went to a book store and BOUGHT a book. 4

(2) [regular person] I was bored. So I went to the book store and. . .

a. . . . bought a BOOK. b.# BOUGHT a book. 4

• I [bought]F a book takes ‘I stole a book’ as its focal target

• this target is not contextually given, but it is identifiable and relevant
in the thief context

• . . . and it is (innocently) excludable by the focal utterance

• focussing bought requires deaccenting book , which is possible only be-
cause book is given

• no comparable target is identifiable or relevant in the ‘normal person’
context
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2 Sketch of Implementation

2.1 Focus Pragmatics

(3) Focus Retrieval

Ψ

∼ Cψ

is well-formed only if participants can identify a value γ for
C, the focal target, s.t.
i) γ meets the focal restrictions imposed by ψ, and
ii) the choice between the elements in γ ∪ {ψ} is relevant.

NB

• for the choice to be relevant, the sentence and its focal target(s) need
to be excludable in the first place (I assume along the lines of Katzir,
2013)

• (3) should be understood as a strictly stronger condition however: not
every choice between excludable meanings is also relevant (see below)

2.2 Illustration
[S ψ ∼C] is well-formed only if participants can identify a value γ
for C, the focal target, s.t.
i) γ meets the focal restrictions imposed by ψ, and
ii) the choice between the elements in γ ∪ {ψ} is relevant.

∼C{I stole a book}

focal target/γ

ψ: I bought a book

S

S

VP

a bookBOUGHT

s w
I

w s

Focal Restrictions

‘I’ may be focal, if ‘bought a book’ is, too (4)

‘bought’ is focal, ‘a book’ is not 4

givenness rest.: ‘a book’ is given 4

relevant choice 4

meets4
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2.3 Focus semantics (& a little pragmatics): non-default
stress

permitted only if: the prosodically demoted
sister is given

Use iff: Otherwise (by default) a non-focal sister
would be stronger than a focal one

≈ use iff: you want to narrowly focus the default
weak sister

weak strong
functional lexical

head complement
left projection right projection

VP

DP

HIM

V

saw

w s

VP

V

TRINKEN

DP

Bier

w s

VP

PP

on Wednesday

VP

TEACH

s w

(4) Strong Restriction the prosodically promoted sister is focal, the
demoted sister is not

(where focal=‘has non-trivial focus alternatives’ )
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2.4 Focus semantics II: default stress pattern

Use: everywhere else (if not: a non-focal sister would
be stronger than a focal one)

≡ use iff:

• neither sister is focal, or

• both sisters are focal, or

• only the strong sister is focal

weak strong
functional lexical

head complement
left projection right projection

VP

DP

him

V

SAW

s w

VP

V

trinken

DP

BIER

s w

VP

PP

on WEDNESday

VP

teach

w s

(5) Weak Restriction if the weak sister is focal, then the strong sister
is as well

3 Non-given focal targets

3.1 Non-given alternatives for ‘only’

Kadmon and Sevi (2011):

(6) (What’s peculiar about Granny’s dog?) She only likes JOHN.

NB: The argument here is stronger than with the thief -examples above, since
likes is evidently not given, yet in the background of the focus. That means
that the focal target, ‘she like (John and) x’, is not even made up of given
parts.
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S

VP

VP

∼ C ′
likes xVP

JOHNlikes

w s

only(C ′)

w s
she

w s ∼ Cgranny’s dog Q (‘What is peculiar about
g.d.?’)

S

S: default : if she is focal, only likes John is focal
possible foci: Obj, VP, S (Sbj+Obj)

no givenness requirement

VP: default: if like is focal, John is focal

possible foci: Obj, VP
no givenness requirement

3.2 Non-given targets for contrastive focus: Convert-
ibles

Wagner (2006, 2012):

(7) (Mary’s uncle, who produces high-end convertibles, is coming to her wedding. I
wonder what he brought as a present.)

a. He brought a [CHEAP convertible].
b. #He brought a [RED convertible]
c. He brought a red CONVERTIBLE.

• (7) shows that a focal utterance and its focal target must be ‘truly
contrastive’ (one must be excludable by the other)

• according to the position explored here, this is just part of a stricter
condition that the choice between them must be relevant

• But what is the focal target?

– Wagner’s answer: ‘high-end’ or maybe ‘high-end convertible’

– answer argued for here: ‘he brought a high-end convertible’

Katzir’s (2013) argument for larger targets

(8) (The people in this club are very particular about the cars they collect. Mary, for
example, collects high-end convertibles.)

a. And John collects CHEAP convertibles.
b. And John collects RED convertibles. Katzir (2013)
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• focal targets can at least in principle be bigger, so as to be truly con-
trastive

Parallel argument against small targets

(9) (Yesterday, I left my expensive convertible at home and took the bus. As luck

would have it,. . . )

a. #the bus was hit by a CHEAP convertible
b. the bus was hit by a cheap CONVERTIBLE

(. . . and never got me where I needed to go).

• if the ‘expensive convertible’–‘cheap convertible’ contrast were in prin-
ciple sufficient to license prosodic reversal, (9)-a should be fine (nothing
should force us to look at the bigger domain)

• apparently, focal targets need to be bigger (maybe propositional), so
as to qualify as truly contrastive

• therefore, the focal target in the CHEAP convertible case must be ‘he
brought her a high-end convertible’

• . . . which was not given

But. . . !

• if focal targets do not need to be given, what is to stop us to ‘make up’
a truly exclusive target in Wagner’s original example?

(10) (Mary’s uncle, who produces high-end convertibles, is coming to her wed-

ding. I wonder what he brought as a present.) # [He brought a RED
convertible]∼C{he brought a

blue/orange/. . . non-
red
convertible}

• proposed answer: the choice between these options is not relevant

• prediction: given the right context, these types of examples, too, should
allow for focal targets that even contain non-given parts
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(11) (Like most girls, Mary went through an ‘all pink’ phase, followed by an
‘I hate pink’ phase. Unfortunately, her godfather, who has a teddy bear
factory, wasn’t aware of the change and. . . )

[he brought her a PINK teddy bear]∼C{he brought a
non-pink teddy}

3.3 Non-given targets for ‘Anaphoric Deaccenting’

(12) (What did KIM’s mother do when you complained about Kim’s behavior? —)

She deFENded Kim.

(modelled on Schwarzschild, 1999, ex. (9))

(13)

S

∼C{she agreed with my complaint
about Kim}

S

VP

KimdeFENDed

s w
she

w s

S: default: if she is focal, defended Kim is, too
VP: reversed: defended is focal, Kim is not

Kim must be given

(14) (Smith walked in. A minute later,) a police officer arRESted Smith.

• Wagner (2012): the focus here is a police officer arrested

• the focal target is ‘Smith walked in’

• problem: hardly truly contrastive

• other possibility: ‘Smith continued as usual’

(15)

S

∼C{Smith continued as usual}S

VP

SmitharRESted

s w
a p.o.

w s

S: default: if a p.o. is focal, arrested Smith is, too
VP: reversed: arrested is focal, Smith is not

Smith must be given
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4 Double Focus without Double Givenness

(16) John cited Mary, but. . .

a. . . . he DISSED SUE. (Schwarzschild, 1999)
b. ?. . . he dissed SUE.

(17) Fred read the menu and then. . .

a. . . . he ordered a HAMburger.
b. #. . . he ORdered a HAMburger. (Kehler, 2005; Büring, 2012)

(18) (John quoted Mary at great length but) he only MENtioned SUE.

(19) (John used insights from various scholars, but) he only QUOTed SUE.

Two foci

• he DISSED SUE : rather than quoting her

• he DISSED SUE: whereas he quoted/did not diss Mary

(20) VP

SUE ⇒ (he DISSED)iP(SUE)iPDISSED

S s

(21) a. strong is strong: default restriction
b. weak is strong: reversal restriction
c. strong is weak: givenness for weak

(22) a. strong is strong: if dissed is focal, so is Sue → Sue, dissed Sue,
he dissed Sue could be focus

b. weak is strong: dissed is focal, Sue is not (incompatible with
(a))

c. strong is weak: not applicable → neither Sue nor dissed need
to be given

Summary

• We divorce focus/background from givenness.

• This allows us to have non-given focal targets (i.e. focus domains with
non-given backgrounds), which in turn. . .
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• gives us more options to choose a focal target that is truly contrastive/excludable
(as urged by Wagner) while. . .

• still excluding that focussing licenses prosodic demotion (in particu-
lar: deaccenting) of non-given material (Katz and Selkirk, 2011, pace
Neeleman and Szendrői, 2004)

• The specific environment in which the givenness requirement applies
—prosodically demoted sisters— is not a natural (or even expressible)
class in F-marking systems, as it is a proper subset of non-F-marked
constituents, but. . .

• it is the same class used as input for focus semantics in Unalternative
Semantics (Büring, 2015).

• Thank you!
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